SOLAR FARMING

Everything growers need to know if they are thinking about converting some land to solar farms.

WEED CONTROL

Meet Cornell’s new vegetable weed scientist, Lynn Sosnoskie, at one of the two weed management sessions: conventional management techniques and organic weed management.

TOMATO GRAFTING

Workshop on tomato grafting where growers can get hands-on experience with this technique.

GROWING HEMP

A full-day session on everything from regulations to production techniques.

LODGING: Our official hotel is 1.5 blocks from The Oncenter and is walkable. Marriott Syracuse Downtown 100 East Onondaga St, Syracuse, NY 13202 315-474-2424

To receive the special group rate of $119 USD per night, call and mention the “Empire State Producers Expo” code. Last day to book a reservation and receive the special group rate is Monday, December 16, 2019.